TECHNICAL BULLETIN IM-203

HOW TO CORRECT LITE-LID THAT RISES IN FRONT

During firing, the firebricks expand, and the kiln actually rises, becoming taller. The lid hinge is designed to allow the lid to float. This compensates for the expansion of the kiln. If the lid is tight at the hinge, the front of the lid will lift up. The lid rises in the front when the hinge is not adjusted properly or is binding. If this happens, please do not put a weight on the lid to hold it down. That will only damage the lid. Instead, check for play at the hinge, or for binding.

1) The lid must have vertical play in the hinge. To check for play, close the lid all the way. Have someone hold a side handle and lift the lid while you watch the back of the lid. You will find a lid bracket attached to each side of the lid. The lid bracket on the side that you lift should go up about 1/8" when someone lifts the side handle. (If you cannot lift the back of the lid, it may be due to a tight hinge bolt. See step 2.)

2) The nut on the lid hinge bolt must not be too tight. Otherwise the lid can bind, causing the lid to rise in the front during firing. If the lid could not lift up in step 1 above, loosen the nut on the hinge bolt. If, after loosening the nut, the lid still cannot lift up, go to step 3.

3) The lid bracket holds the back of the lid to the hinge. The hinge bolt passes through a slotted hole in each lid bracket. That slotted hole is not easy to see, because the LiteLid rear arm covers it. But if you position yourself so the hinge bolt is at eye level, you can see the slotted hole.

With the lid closed, the hinge bolt should be at the top of the slot in the lid bracket. If the bolt is at the bottom of the slotted hole, the lid was installed improperly. If this is the case, please call the factory for additional help.

4) If the lid still rises after all the above checks out okay, insert a screwdriver between each rear lid bracket and rear Litelid arm. Twist the screwdriver to ease possible binding. Or use Vice Grips to bend the metal to remove binding. Or bend the yoke with your hands. When binding is removed, the lid will float again.
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